
Chapter 5

Field Data Application

This chapter presents an application of anisotropic full waveform inversion with pore

pressure constraints on a 3D field data. The frequency bands chosen are 3-15 Hz for

FWI and 3-30 Hz for subsequent RTM tasks. The source wavelet is inverted directly

from the data. The objective function is normalized in seismic amplitude in a trace by

trace manner. The constraints are derived for vertical velocity only, based on the rock

physics workflow described in Chapter 4. An upper bound on velocity is constructed

from hydrostatic pore pressure while a lower bound is constructed from mud weight

data. After the inversions, the objective function is reduced by 25%. When the

constraints are enforced, vertical velocity changes by 5% while anisotropy changes

by 10%. On the other hand, after unconstrained inversion, velocity changes by 10%

and anisotropy changed by 5%. The accuracy of the velocity model is improved,

demonstrated by enhanced focusing and continuity of reflectors, especially when the

constraints are incorporated.

INTRODUCTION

The data, provided to SEP by WesternGeco, were originally acquired in the Gulf of

Mexico in the early 1990s with wide azimuth ocean bottom cable (OBC) geometry.

The water depth is about 25 m on average. Recorded at 4 miliseconds, the hydrophone
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component had gone through a standard pre-processing workflow, including designa-

ture, deconvolution, wavelet shaping, geometrical spreading correction. The data I

have at hand contain only PZ-summed upgoing signal. The source lines and receiver

lines are perpendicular with 400 m and 600 m crossline spacing respectively. Inline

spacing is 50 m for both sources and receivers. I use reciprocity and consider receivers

as virtual sources. Figure 5.1 shows the source and receiver locations of a 15 by 15

by 5 km area that I chose to study. Overlaid on this figure are the well locations and

the velocity model.

Figure 5.2(a) shows the location of one receiver gather. Maximum inline o↵set is

about 3 km and maximum crossline o↵set is about 6 km. I chose the frequency ranges

3-15 Hz for inversion and 3-30 Hz for imaging. I also applied a temporal weighting

function t
1.5 and a trace by trace absolute amplitude normalization before imaging.

Amplitude mismatch between modeled and observed data in FWI objective function

is treated separately in the following section. Figure 5.2(b) shows the spectra of the

provided data, the 3-15 Hz data, and the 3-30 Hz data. Figures 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5 show

the corresponding receiver gathers of these frequency bands.

Together with the data, I was also provided with a velocity model, which was the

result of an isotropic ray-based tomography performed by WesternGeco. I treated

this velocity model as the initial NMO velocity. I use the initial anisotropic models

(✏, �) that were built by Li (2014) from stochastic rock physics modeling. The initial

vertical velocity model is obtained from initial NMO velocity and �. Figure 5.6 shows

respectively the initial NMO velocity, vertical velocity, and ✏, � models.

Figure 5.7 compares the observed data and the data modeled with the initial

models for the receiver gather shown in Figure 5.2(a). In this figure, the seismic

traces from the two data sets are arranged to mirror each other: the observed data

on the left and the modeled data on the right. One can observe kinematic mismatch

between the two data sets at far o↵sets (traces with high ID number). Events in the

modeled data arrive earlier than those in the observed data, indicating that the initial

velocity is, on average, higher than the true subsurface velocity. As a result, I expect

the inversion will try to reduce the velocity.
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Figure 5.1: Locations of sources, receivers, and wells in the study area.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.2: (a) Source locations of one receiver gather. (b) Spectra of the original
data, data for FWI (3-15 Hz), and data RTM (3-30 HZ).
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Figure 5.3: Original data corresponding to receiver gather shown in Figure 5.2(a).
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Figure 5.4: Data for FWI (3-15 Hz) corresponding to receiver gather shown in Figure
5.2(a).
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Figure 5.5: Data for RTM (3-30 Hz) corresponding to receiver gather shown in Figure
5.2(a).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.6: Initial models: (a) NMO velocity, (b) vertical velocity, (c) ✏, and (d) �.
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Figure 5.7: Left: observed data. Right: modeled data with initial velocity models.
The far o↵set traces show kinematic mismatch between the two data. Events in the
modeled data arrive earlier than those in observed data.
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SOURCE WAVELET INVERSION

The source wavelet is estimated by solving a linear least square problem whose ob-

jective function is the l2 norm of the di↵erence between the observed data and the

modeled data using the initial models. Because of reciprocity, a virtual shot gather

contains signatures from many sources. As a result, the inverted wavelet would be

considered as an average wavelet signature. To capture this averaging e↵ect for the

wavelet inversion, I chose six receivers whose sources cover the entire study area and

estimate a single wavelet only. Figure 5.8(a) shows the locations of the six receivers

and their sources.

Figure 5.8(b) shows the objective function of the wavelet inversion. The residual

norm is reduced by 14% and quickly reaches a stationary point after only two iter-

ations. The inverted wavelet and its spectrum, compared to the data spectrum, are

shown in Figure 5.9. The inverted wavelet is actually noncausal. There is approx-

imately 0.1 second long period of energy that occurs before zero time. I causalize

this wavelet by shifting it 0.1 seconds. The observed data is also shifted accordingly.

Figure 5.9(b) seems to indicate that the inverted wavelet captures the low frequency

part of the data.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.8: (a) Six receivers and their corresponding shots used for source inversion.
(b) Objective function reduction in source inversion.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.9: (a) Inverted wavelet. (b) Spectra of inverted wavelet in comparison with
FWI data’s.

AMPLITUDE NORMALIZATION

Since the modeling equations assume constant density and acoustic settings, the mod-

eled data’s amplitude is not expected to perfectly match with that of the observed

data. Furthermore, the observed data have been through several preprocessing steps

that altered their amplitude. Source wavelet inversion helps partly to mitigate with

this amplitude mismatch, but the problem requires further treatment.

One solution to this amplitude problem is normalization, defined by

h(di, di±1...) =
diqPN

k=�N a
2
kd

2
i+k

=
di
p

si
= hi, (5.1)

where i is the temporal index, d is the modeled data, 2N + 1 is the width of the

normalization window and ak is user-defined weighting coe↵ficents. Almomin (2016)

chose ak from a normal distribution centered around di. When ak ⌘ 1 for every

k, the above normalization funtion is e↵ectively the classic automatic gain control

(AGC). Additionally, if the normalization window is equal to the entire trace length,

it normalizes the data by its RMS amplitude, which is what Shen (2014) used. I adopt

this formula for my objective function. The resulting residual is now the di↵erence
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between the normalized modeled and observed data
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The presence of the normalization function h complicates the gradient derivation,

especially the adjoint source. Shen (2014) and Almomin (2016) presented matrix-form

derivations, which provide good abstraction, but might be di�cult to implement. I

here present a more detailed element-wise derivation of the adjoint source, which can

be easily coded in any programming language.

The gradient of the FWI normalized objective function is
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From equation 5.1
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Plug these into equation 5.3 to arrive at
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which is the reverse time propagation with a modified adjoint source.
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By chain rules, the adjoint source (second term on the right-hand side of equation

5.6) can be recognized as @�
@di

, the derivative of the objective function with respect to

the modeled data. Consequently, one can check the derivation and implementation of

the adjoint source by performing a finite di↵erence test, i.e., comparing the analytic

formular above with ��
�di

, where �di is a small change in the modeled data di and ��

is the resulting change in the objective function � (Figure 5.10).

CONSTRAINTS DERIVATION

To derive the constraints I use the rock physics workflow previously described in Chap-

ter 4. This workflow is a transformation between pore pressure and vertical velocity.

Constraints in pore pressure are thrrefore translated equivalently into constraints in

vertical velocity. Since hydrostatic pressure is the lower bound on pore pressure, the

corresponding velocity constructed from hydrostatic pressure is then the upper bound

on vertical velocity. Similarly, one could use fracture pressure (the threshold pressure

at which rocks are fractured), which is the upper bound on pore pressure to construct

a lower bound on velocity. The availability of drilling mud weight data in the study

area however provides me with a tighter upper bound on pore pressure, and therefore

a better lower bound on vertical velocity.

Figure 5.11 shows how I construct velocity bounds at well SS191. The left most

panel plots the mud weight data from four nearby wells, together with the lower

bound, the hydrostatic pressure gradient, chosen to be 8.75 pounds per gallon (ppg),

and the upper bound, chosen by the maximum mud weight values. The middle panel

shows di↵erent pore pressure profiles, among which the pore pressure converted from

seismic velocity is bounded between the hydrostatic pore pressure and the pressure

calculated from the maximum mud weights. The right most panel shows the corre-

sponding bound constraints on vertical velocity. I widened the velocity constraints by

increasing the upper bound and decreasing the lower bound by 50 m/s in the shallow

part of the model (0-3 km) to allow enough freedom for data fitting and to account

for uncertainties in the rock physics workflow.
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Figure 5.10: Left: example modeled and observed data. Right: comparison of adjoint
sources. As �di decreases, the adjoint source computed from finite di↵erences, ��

�di
,

approaches the one computed with analytic formula (Equation 5.6).
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Figure 5.11: Left: mud weight data. Middle: pressure profiles. Right: Upper and
lower bounds on velocity at well SS191.

Figures 5.12(a) and 5.12(b) show the upper and lower bounds on velocity of the

study area. These bounds vary mostly as a function of depth, following the interpreted

horizons. The presense of a salt body requires special treatments because the current

rock physics workflow does not take into account salt body formation and movement.

As a result, I consider the salt body to be isotropic (✏ = � = 0) and choose to keep its

velocity unchanged during the inversion. Figure 5.12(c) shows the di↵erence between

the upper and the lower velocity bounds. This di↵erence is as small as 100 m/s in

the shallow part of the model, increases to 1000 m/s in the deeper part, and is at

most 2000 m/s around the salt body.

INVERSION RESULTS

For FWI, I down-sample the receivers in the inline direction to 200 m spacing. This

leaves me with 2000 virtual shots. The model is sampled at 25 m for FWI and 16 m
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5.12: (a) Upper bound for velocity. (b) Lower bound for velocity. (c) Di↵erence
between upper and lower bounds.
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for RTM. I use the LBFGS-B solver (Byrd et al., 1995) to minimize the FWI objective

function subject to the bound constraints derived above (constraint enforcement is

optional). At each iteration, the solver projects the search direction, which is calcu-

lated with the LBFGS algorithm, on the constraints to determine an appropriate step

length and the set of active constraints. I use four V100 GPUs from SEP and about

50 CPU nodes (on average) from the CEES cluster. Each iteration takes about 24

hours. Figure 5.13 shows how the objective function changes with number of func-

tion evaluations. For the constrained inversion, after 17 evaluations, the objective

function reduces by 25% in total and 14 new iterates are generated, denoted by the

stars in Figure 5.13 (the first three evaluations are exploratory to search for a good

step length). The objective function reduces by approximately the same amount in

the unconstrained inversion but only 13 new iterates are generated.

Figure 5.13: Objective functions after unconstrained and constrained FWI.

Unconstrained inversion

Figure 5.14 shows the final updates in vertical velocity (a), ✏ (b), and � (c) after

unconstrained FWI. There is at most a 10% change in velocity and a 5% change in
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anisotropic parameters. It appears that without enforcing the velocity constraints, the

inversion tries to fit the data by changing velocity more than anisotropic parameters.

Due to limited o↵set, most of the long-wavelength update occurs in the shallow 1.5 km

of the model. The deeper part is strongly dominated by short-wavelength (reflectivity)

update. A noticeable feature from Figure 5.14 is a significant decrease in velocity

and anisotropic parameters at approximately 700 m depth. This is expected from

observations of Figure 5.7, which shows modeled seismic events arrive earlier than

those observed. Figure 5.14(b) shows locations where the final velocity model violates

the constraints. Warm colors indicate violation of the upper bound while cold colors

indicate violation of the lower bounds. Maximum violation can be up to 150 m/s.

Despite the violation, the modeled data after unconstrained inversion better match

the observed data. Figure 5.15 shows the observed data on the left and the modeled

data after FWI on the right in a mirror fashion. The kinematics of far o↵set events

align better between the two data sets compared to those before FWI (Figure 5.7).

Similarly, Figure 5.17 compares the initial data residuals and the residuals after the

inversion. This figure shows that the residuals after FWI have lower amplitudes

compared with the initial residuals, particularly at far o↵sets. This improvement

in data fitting is more clearly illustrated in Figure 5.16, which shows that for the

particular receiver gather plotted in Figure 5.2(a), the inversion decreases the overall

time shifts between the modeled data and the observed data.

Improvements in the velocity model after unconstrained inversion are also reflected

in the seismic images and the common image gathers (CIGs). Figures 5.19 and 5.21

show the final RTM image at di↵erent locations. Compared with the corresponding

initial seismic images, Figures 5.18 and 5.20, I notice better focusing and continuity

of reflectors after the inversion, especially in the highlighted areas. As a result of

the negative velocity update (Figure 5.14(a)), the reflectors in the final RTM image

after the inversion are migrated to shallower depths than those in the initial image.

The change in reflector depth ranges from 15 to 50 meters (Figure 5.22). This depth

change is computed as the lag at which the cross-correlation (in the depth direction)

between the two images maximizes. Figures 5.24 and 5.26 show the surface o↵set
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common image gathers taken from the middle sections (y=8-9.5 km) of final RTM

image after the inversion. Compared with the corresponding CIGs from the initial

image (Figures 5.23 and 5.25), the common image gathers after the inversion are

better flattened, especially for the reflectors between 2-2.5 km depth, pointed out by

the arrows.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.14: Final model updates after unconstrained FWI: (a) vertical velocity
(m/s), (c) ✏, and (d) �. (b) Constraint violations of the final velocity model (m/s):
warm/cold colors indicate violations of upper/lower constraints.
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Figure 5.15: Left: observed data. Right: modeled data with final velocity models
from unconstrained inversion. The far o↵set traces show better kinematic matching
between the two data sets (compared with Figure 5.7).
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.16: Time shifts (in seconds) between the observed data and the modeled
data with: (a) the initial velocity models and (b) the final velocity models after
unconstrained inversion for the receiver gather shown in Figure 5.2(a). The inversion
reduces kinematic mismatches between the observed and modeled data.

Constrained inversion

Figures 5.27 show the final updates in vertical velocity (a), ✏ (c), and � (d) after

constrained FWI. Figure 5.27(b) shows locations where the final velocity model ap-

proaches the upper bound (indicated by red) and the lower bound (indicated by

blue). In percentage, velocity is updated less than the other two anisotropic parame-

ters. Maximum velocity change is about 5% while the anisotropic parameters change

by 10%. This is the opposite of the results from unconstrained inversion. Moreover,

Figure 5.27(b) shows that where velocity increases, it approaches the upper bound

and when velocity decreases, it approaches the lower bound. This seems to sug-

gest that because the model search space for velocity is bounded, the inversion uses

the anisotropic parameters to fit the data when it cannot change the velocity model

beyond the constraints. Comparing the depth slices of the velocity updates from

constrained inversion (Figure 5.27(a)) and unconstrained inversion (Figure 5.14(a)),

I observe that enforcing constraints sometimes lead to a di↵erent update direction.

Particularly in the area between 10-11 km in the y-direction, velocity is increased after

constrained inversion and is decreased after unconstrained inversion. Despite these
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Figure 5.17: Left: initial data residual. Right: data residual after unconstrained
inversion showing reduced magnitude, especially at far o↵set traces.
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Figure 5.18: RTM image migrated with initial models. To compare with Figure 5.19.
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Figure 5.19: RTM image migrated with final models from unconstrained inversion.
Highlighted areas show improvements in focusing and continuity of reflectors after
the inversion. To compare with Figure 5.18.
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Figure 5.20: RTM image migrated with initial models at another location.
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Figure 5.21: RTM image migrated with final models from unconstrained inversion.
Highlighted areas show improvements in focusing and continuity of reflectors after
the inversion. Compare to Figure 5.20.
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Figure 5.22: Depth change (in meters) between the initial and the final RTM images
after unconstrained inversion. Reflectors in the final image are migrated to shallower
depths.
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Figure 5.23: Surface o↵set common image gathers after migration with the inital
velocity model.

Figure 5.24: Surface o↵set common image gathers after migration with the final
velocity model from unconstrained inversion. Improvements in flatness shown at
reflectors pointed by arrows compared with those from the initial image (Figure 5.23).
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Figure 5.25: Surface o↵set common image gathers after migration with the inital
velocity model.

Figure 5.26: Surface o↵set common image gathers after migration with the final
velocity model from unconstrained inversion. Improvements in flatness shown at
reflectors pointed by arrows compared with those from the initial image (Figure 5.25).
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di↵erences, the objective functions after the two inversions are virtually the same

(Figure 5.13). This again signifies the trade-o↵ and null space problem in anisotropic

FWI.

The modeled data after constrained inversion, Figure 5.28, show better kinematic

match with the observed data than the initial model, Figure 5.7. The time shift

between the modeled data and the observed data, Figure 5.29(b), and the magnitude

of the residual, Figure 5.30, are both reduced after the inversion. The data residuals

after unconstrained and constrained inversions, Figure 5.31, are, however, very simi-

lar. Both residuals still contain coherent energy that is not matched by the velocity

models.

The inclusion of pore pressure constraints derived from the rock physics workflow

results in more accurate velocity and anisotropic models, which lead to improvements

in the final RTM images. Compared with the initial image, Figures 5.18 and 5.20,

the image after constrained inversion, Figures 5.32 and 5.33 respectively, shows better

coherence and focusing, particularly in the highlghted areas. The final CIGs taken

from the middle section of the migrated image (y=8-9.5 km), Figures 5.34 and 5.35,

are better flattened, compared to those from the initial velocity model (Figures 5.23

and 5.25). Similar to the unconstrained inversion, the reflectors are also migrated to

shallower depths when constraints are enforced (Figure 5.36). The amount of change

in depth is slightly less in the constrained inversion than in the unconstrained case.

Figure 5.37 shows the di↵erence in depth between the images after constrained and

unconstrained inversions, where blue indicates that the reflectors after constrained

inversion appear deeper.

To better illustrate the benefit of the pore pressure constraints, I migrated another

sub-volume in the study area. Figures 5.38 and 5.40 show the seismic images in this

sub-volume at two di↵erent locations after the unconstrained inversion. Figures 5.39

and 5.41 show the corresponding images after constrained inversion. A comparison

between these images demonstrate that the constraints improve image quality and

make subsurface reflectors more identifiable. The two images show measurable change

in reflector depth, up to 40 meters, as shown in Figure 5.42. A slight improvement
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.27: Final model updates after bound constrained FWI: (a) vertical velocity
(in m/s), (c) ✏, and (d) �. (b) shows where the final velocity model approaches the
upper bound (red) and the lower bound (blue).
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Figure 5.28: Left: observed data. Right: modeled data with final velocity models
from constrained inversion. Far o↵set traces show better kinematics match between
the two data (compared with Figure 5.7).
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.29: Time shifts (in seconds) between the observed data and the modeled
data with: (a) the initial velocity models and (b) the final velocity models after
constrained inversion for the receiver gather shown in Figure 5.2(a). The inversion
reduces kinematic mismatches between the observed and modeled data.

in flatness of the CIGs after constrained inversion in this sub-volume (Figure 5.44

is also observed as compared to those from the image after unconstrained inversion

(Figure 5.43), although the improvement is less significant than when comparing with

the initial models.

UNCERTAINTY IN ROCK PHYSICS WORKFLOW AND

CONSTRAINTS

There are several sources of uncertainty in the rock physics model and workflow that

I used to build the constraints for FWI.

1. Calibrations are carried out with initial velocity and anisotropic models and use

horizons interpreted from initial seismic images without a quantitative measure

of well data fitting.

2. Sparsity of well data: I was provided with six wells in the entire database of the

area and only one (SS191) is included in my FWI volume.
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Figure 5.30: Left: initial data residual. Right: data residual after constrained inver-
sion showing reduced magnitude, especially at far o↵set traces.
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Figure 5.31: Left: data residual after unconstrained inversion. Right: data residual
after constrained inversion showing comparable magnitude.
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Figure 5.32: RTM image migrated with final models from constrained inversion.
Highlighted areas show improvements in focusing and continuity of reflectors after
the inversion.
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Figure 5.33: RTM image migrated with final models from constrained inversion.
Highlighted areas show improvements in focusing and continuity of reflectors after
the inversion. Compare to Figure 5.20.
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Figure 5.34: Surface o↵set common image gathers after migration with the final ve-
locity model from constrained inversion. Improvements in flatness shown at reflectors
pointed by arrows compared with those from the initial image (Figure 5.23).

Figure 5.35: Surface o↵set common image gathers after migration with the final ve-
locity model from constrained inversion. Improvements in flatness shown at reflectors
pointed by arrows compared with those from the initial image (Figure 5.25).
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Figure 5.36: Depth change (in meters) between the initial and the final RTM images
after constrained inversion. Reflectors in the final image are migrated to shallower
depths, although amount of depth change is less compared to the image after uncon-
strained inversion, Figure 5.22.
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Figure 5.37: Di↵erence in depth (in meters) between the final RTM images after
unconstrained and constrained inversions. Warm/cold colors indicate that the reflec-
tors in the constrained inversion image appear deeper/shallower than those in the
unconstrained inversion image.
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Figure 5.38: RTM image migrated with final models from unconstrained inversion.
To compare with Figure 5.39.
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Figure 5.39: RTM image migrated with final models from constrained inversion.
Highlighted areas show improvements in focusing and continuity of reflectors after
the constrained inversion. To compare with Figure 5.38.
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Figure 5.40: RTM image migrated with final models from unconstrained inversion.
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Figure 5.41: RTM image migrated with final models from constrained inversion.
Highlighted areas show improvements in focusing and continuity of reflectors after
the constrained inversion. Compare to Figure 5.40.
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Figure 5.42: Depth change (in meters) between the final RTM images after uncon-
strained and constrained inversions. Warm/cold colors indicate that the reflectors
in the constrained inversion image appear deeper/shallower than those in the uncon-
strained inversion image.
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Figure 5.43: Surface o↵set common image gathers after migration with the final
velocity model from unconstrained inversion.

Figure 5.44: Surface o↵set common image gathers after migration with the final
velocity model from constrained inversion. Slight improvements in flatness shown at
reflectors pointed by arrows compared with those from the initial image (Figure 5.43).
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3. The workflow also assumes constant thermal gradients and constant burial rates

and does not take into account heat flow and salt body movement as well as

other lithology besides shale.

4. Sparsity of rock physics parameters: the workflow is characterized by a single

set of constant (i.e. non-spatially varying) parameters (4⌧m, X, B0, B1, �0).

There are a number of possible remedies for these issues. First, the workflow and rock

physics model could be recalibrated after obtaining a new velocity model and seismic

images after FWI. Significant depth changes in the images, as observed above, may

impact the rock physics parameters and the resulting constraints. A few iterations

of FWI and recalibration could be performed until the results stabilize. Second, the

issues of data sparsity and assumptions made in the workflow could be addressed with

basin modeling. By mathematically and numerically modeling physical and geological

processes such as deposition, compaction, heat flow, fluid flow, salt movement, and

tectonics, basin modeling captures the evolution of the sedimentary/petroleum sys-

tem as a whole, therefore better accounts for spatial variation and is able to tie sparse

well data together (Hantschel and Kauerauf, 2009). Third, quantification of uncer-

tainty should be carried out with a statistical modeling technique to obtain a suite

of possible rock physics parameters, constraints, velocity models, and images, under

some assumed probability distribution. This is the subject of Anshuman Pradhan’s

PhD thesis (Pradhan et al., 2019).

Within the scope of my thesis and given the computational resources available, a

more complete workflow that takes uncertainty into consideration has not been stud-

ied. To see how changes in the rock physics parameters and constraints would a↵ect

the inversion results without performing additional inversions, I varied (4⌧m, X, B0, B1, �0)

and computed the corresponding constraints and the violation volumes (in percentage

of the total FWI volume) and average velocity violation at each subsurface location

(in m/s). Figures 5.45-5.48 show the pressure (left panels) and velocity (right panels)

profiles including the data at well SS191 and resulting bounds of four di↵erent com-

binations of (4⌧m, X, B0, B1, �0) documented in Table 5.1. 4⌧m, the rock matrix’s

slowness, is in µs/ft. �0, the zero-porosity e↵ective stress, is in psi. X, the acoustic
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formation factor, B0 and B1, which are the diagenetic constants, are dimensionless

(see Chapter 4 for details). The combination of parameters used in FWI (Combina-

tion one) is shown in Figure 5.45. This combination is calibrated with NMO velocity,

fits mud weight data, and agrees well with the sonic log. On the left panel, the pore

pressure converted from NMO velocity is roughly bounded between the hydrostatic

pore pressure and mud weights. As a result, on the right panel, the NMO velocity is

bounded between an upper velocity (converted from the hydrostatic pore pressure)

and a lower velocity (converted from the mud weight bound). This combination how-

ever makes the pore pressure converted from vertical velocity appears a bit too high,

exceeding the mud weight bound at some points, and therefore the vertical velocity

itself is lower than the lower bound. This violation is manually corrected as I as-

sert that there is at least 50 m/s di↵erence between the constraints and the vertical

velocity when building the constraints before FWI (described above).

Figure 5.46 shows the pressure and velocity profiles for the second combination

that fits vertical velocity better. This combination di↵er from the previous one in

lower values of B0 and B1. Now the pore pressure converted from sonic log appears a

bit too low (lower than hydrostatic pore pressure) and therefore the sonic log is higher

than the upper velocity bound. The amount of violation is too large to be explained

by velocity dispersion between logging and seismic frequencies. As examples, Fig-

ures 5.47 and 5.48 show the pressure and velocity profiles for two more rock physics

parameter combinations. Combination three (Figure 5.47) di↵ers from the one used

in FWI (combination one, Figure 5.45) by only B1 while combination four (Figure

5.48) di↵ers in B0, B1, and �0. These di↵erences slightly a↵ect how the converted

pore pressures fit the hydrostatic and mud weight bound and how the velocities are

bounded between the corresponding constraints.

Table 5.1 shows how the final vertical velocity model from the unconstrained

inversion would violate the di↵erent constraints derived from the four combinations

above. The violation is quantified in terms of volume percentage of the total FWI

volume (15 by 15 by 5 km) and average violation (in m/s) for both upper and lower

bounds. All four combinations do not seem to impact violation of the upper bounds.
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Parameters Upper bound violation Lower bound violation
Combination (4⌧m, X, B0, B1, �0) Volume (%) Average (m/s) Volume (%) Average (m/s)

1 (64.5, 1.97, 6.5, 14, 26e3) 0.69 22.6 1.48 23.3
2 (64.5, 1.97, 6, 10, 26e3) 0.72 22.2 0.04 13.9
3 (64.5, 1.97, 6.5, 10, 26e3) 0.69 22.6 1.66 23.9
4 (69.35, 1.97, 6.7, 14, 26e3) 0.72 22.2 0.06 15

Table 5.1: Constraint violations of the unbounded inversion for di↵erent combinations
of rock physics parameters.

The volume percentage of upper bound violation is about 0.7% and the average

violation is about 22 m/s. On the other hand, for the lower bound, combination one

(used in FWI) and combination three result in larger volume, 1.5%-1.6%, and higher

average violations, 23-24 m/s, compared to combinations two and four, 0.04-0.06%

and 14-15 m/s. Note that a seemingly small change in volume and average velocity

violations might have a large e↵ect, particularly on reflector’s depth, after FWI (as

shown above for combination one). For the other three combinations, their impact on

the final seismic image is not easy to measure without performing additional inversion

and migration.

CONCLUSIONS

I have demonstrated an application of a rock physics workflow which combines various

sources of well data, basin history, and shale diagenesis model, to derive bound con-

straints for velocity that can be used in anisotropic FWI. The final RTM image after

the constrained inversion shows improvements in focusing and continuity of reflectors.

Significant reductions in both vertical velocity and anisotropy in the shallow part of

the model leads to an upward shift in reflectors’ depth. Without constraints, model

update is emphasized more in velocity than in anisotropic parameters. Benefits of

having the constraints are not only in terms of improving structural images. With

the imposed constraints, the estimated velocity model is also more geologically and

physically consistent with the pore pressure model.
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Figure 5.45: Pressure profiles (left) and velocity profiles (right) at well
SS191 including upper and lower bounds for the currently used parameters
(4⌧m, X, B0, B1, �0)=(64.5, 1.97, 6.5, 14, 26e3) (Combination 1).
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Figure 5.46: Pressure profiles (left) and velocity profiles (right) at well SS191 including
upper and lower bounds for (4⌧m, X, B0, B1, �0)=(64.5, 1.97, 6, 10, 26e3) (Combina-
tion 2).
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Figure 5.47: Pressure profiles (left) and velocity profiles (right) at well SS191 including
upper and lower bounds for (4⌧m, X, B0, B1, �0)=(64.5, 1.97, 6.5, 10, 26e3) (Combina-
tion 3).
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Figure 5.48: Pressure profiles (left) and velocity profiles (right) at well SS191 in-
cluding upper and lower bounds for (4⌧m, X, B0, B1, �0)=(69.35, 1.97, 6.7, 13, 26e3)
(Combination 4).


